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most ready for the fray. They went
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makes winners—working pass after
and circling the ends for substantial gains, the Clemson Cubs
from Tigerville in the last quarter
yesteray afternoon pushed over two
touchdowns aginst the Carolina Biddies for a 12 to 6 victory.
It was a brilliant comeback, and
strange to say the players contributing to the scoring were boys "who
had played
scarcely more
than
.mediocre ball during the first half.
The young Tigers fought gamely.
They used their heads and they
exerted themselves to the utmost.
Carolina endeavored to combat the
onrushing backs of the- Clemson team
1
—the Biddies chased after soaring
passes—all to no avail. The Cubs
were bent on crossing the Carolina
goal. They had played in and out
football for three quarters and had
watched the Biddies score in the
third period. They seemed determined to do something big.
The Tiger freshmen brought joy
to the hearts of their supporters, as
they displayed during those last few
minutes a brand of football that was
dashing and effective.
They outguessed the young Gamecocks, despite a six point drawback, and used
every available means to avenge the
two defeats their sophomore and
junior brothers had suffered at the
hands of Brockington's Biddies.
The size of the crowd yesterday
afternoon was disappointing. Theri
were many vacant seats on University field. Then, too, the sun was
hot, and neither team could put
forth its best efforts. It is hard to
play football during baseball weather.
Several Stars

As in all games there were stars.
Chandler, ("No. 21," the fans called
him), figured in both the Clemson
touchdowns. He was great during
that fourth quarter. He passed the
ball with COOLICM and deliberation.
He circled the Carolina ends with
ease and swiftness.
Metcaif, in'. into play during the fourth
period, also made his presence
known. He passed accurately ani
ran well with the ball.
Flake and Wimberley were the
outstanding Biddie entries. The tall
tackle was in almost every play. He
broke through the line frequently
and threw the Clemson backs for
substantial losses. Wimberley displayed a brand of broken field running that was good for Carolina
eyes. His punts were not quite up to
his usual standard, but his work, as
(Continued on page six)

Attraction—Many Members Of
Cadet Corp To Make Trip.

South Carolina's greatest state
fair is the sole topic of conversation
throughout the state. The old and
the young are all looking forward
to the greatest time of their lives,
and here's hoping that none of
them will -be disappointed.
There will be plently of excitement for all. The Clemson men who
will attend will probably make- the
Tiger-Gamecock game on Thursday
the center of attraction. Of course
this battle will draw quite a crowd,
and the Tiger supporters are con
fident that the head of the Beast
of the Jungle will be held high
in glory when the final whistle
has blown.
The list of attractions at the
Fair this year is greater than ever
before. As usual there will be the
Mid-way, consisting of its many
freak attractions and its games of
chance, horse shows, races, excellent
exhibits, and an unusually fine collection of football games. Tuesday
there will be contest between Hyatt
Park High School of Columbia and
Batesburg-Leesville "Hi." This game
will draw quite a crowd because it
has a direct bearing on the State
High School Championship. Wednesday brings an inter-state battle between Furman University and Davidson College. Furman is doped to win,
but the Wildcats are determined
that the dope will be upset. What
will Thursday bring forth? There
is no doubt as to what that day
will present to the football public
of the state, but the great question
is: who will be the victor in the
great struggle? Carolina supporters
are convinced that the Gamecocks
will be victorious while the followers
of Clemson have faith in their representatives to bring victory for
the Purple and the Gold.
In order for the Tigers to win
the annual classic the team must
know that the student body is 100
percent behind them. So fellows,
let's turn out to the pep meetings,
and as many as can journey down
to Columbia to cheer the boys on
to victory. They are going to fight
for us through the entire game, and
it is the best we can do to give
oru whole-hearted support to the
bearers of our standard.
—J .B. C.

Jersey heifer that is owned- and was
bred and tested by the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Clemson College, has completed
a very creditable official test, and
is now the State Champion Jersey,
under two years of age.
Mona was placed on test when one
year and ten months of age, and
in the ensuing year she produced
463.28 pounds of butter-fat and
S0S9 pounds of milk. Her milk
averaged 5.79 percent, fat arid she
maintained high production at an
even rate until the end of the
test.
With this performance she displaces
Princess
Mae's
Darling
477052, that held this championship
with a record of 459.71 pounds of
fat and 8069 pounds of milk.
Mona is one of the three daughters of Blue Fox's Eminent Jr., in
the Register of Merit. Her dam is
Primrose Plymouth, a cow that has
two good records to her credit.
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FOR CROSS COUNTRY
RAGESJNNOVEMBER
All Colleges of State Invited to Enter Teams in Meet to be Held
Here on November 22

Clemson College will be host for
the annual state cross country race
according to announcement from
Coach W. D. Reed of the Tiger
hill and dale runners. The meet will
be held on November 22 at 3 P. M.
All colleges in the state are being
invited to enter teams. Presbyterian
College has already signifed her intention of entering and several
others are expected to follow suit
in the near future.
For many years it has been the
custom to hold a South Carolina
cross country meet, but the event
has ■ almost fallen into discard in
the last few seasons. This year it
seemed that the meet would not be
held, but Coach Reed made strenuous efforts to have it and has now
arranged that it be run at Tigertown.
At first it was thought that it
would be run in Columbia, but
Jimmy Driver, athletic director at
Carloina found it impossible to
get time to make the arrangements.
"Pearl swears she has never been P. C.'was anxious to have the meet,
kissed by a man."
as was Clemson, and Walter John• "Well, isn't that enough to make son asked the Clemson authorities
to put on the event, and agreed to
any girl swear."

Well Known Men Who Have Officia- through their final preparations at
ted in Clemson Games Before
home Monday and Tuesday afterWiU Preside
noons, and Wednesday morning they
Announcement has been made will entrain for Columbia.
On Thursday at noon, the State
from Columbia that Everett StrupFair
Grounds will be thronged with
per, great Georgia Tech star of the
a
crowd
many thousands strong,
original Golden Tornado, -will be
bent
chciefly
on seeing the Tigers
the referee of the Fair Week classic
,'en Clemson and Carolina. and the Gamccockc indulging in
"Tick" Tichenor and Bill Streit will their annual sport of making the
fur or the feathers fly as the case
be the other officials.
may
be. All Tigertown is confident
Strupper has already refereed two
that
it
is the feathers that will do
of Clemson' sgames this season, the
Auburn and the P. C. contests, and the flying this year.
The boys of the team are not the
he also officiated in the Carolina
least
bit shaken by the recent disgame last year.
turbance
which has upset matters at
"Tick" Tichenor, who will umClemson.
They known the boys are
pire, is a distinguished alumnus of
Auburn, a great star in his day and still back of them, one hundred pera constant follower of the game cent strong, and the feeling of the
since then. He is known over the people that Carolina now has the
South as an authority on the grid- game cinched has infuriated them
and made them all the more deteriron and an excellent official.
Bill Streit, another Auburn man. mined to lift the Purple and Gold
will be the linesman. He is promin- of Clemson to the breezes of the
ent in the affairs of the Birming- State Fair.
More than 9,000 tickets have alham Athletic Club and a leader in
all branches of amateur sport in ready been sold for the State Failattraction, and it is believed that
a new record for attendance will be
enter a team.
Other colleges have been invited established. Many new stands have
and it is hoped that Carolina, Cita- been constructed, and the seats
del, Wofford, Newberry, and Furman have been more in demand than
ever before.
will enter.
The Tigers will not lack for supThe race will be over a course
four and a half miles long. Each port. Practically all the Juniors and
team will enter six men. The first Seniors will go to Columbia for the
five of that six to finish will count contest, and alumni and ex-students
in the scoring. In cross country the by the hundreds will flock to the
team making the lowest number of Capital City and Fair Grounds.
During the. practices of the last
points wins. First place gets one
point, second place two, third place few days Kit Hane has been running in the tackle left vacant by the
three, and so on.
The holding of a state meet suspension of "Butch" Holahan, and
should prove a boon to the .sport it is likely that he will start the
in South Carolina, and may be the game Thursday.
New backfield quartet has been
cause of arousing most interest in
this excellent branch of athletics. arranged, with Captain Charlie
It is certain that it will attract Robinson running quarterback. Bratfavorable
attention
among
the ton Williams is now a half-back,
running mate of the fleet footed
Clemson students and fans.
PSeing held on the Saturady be- Pat Harmon, and John Walker, big
fore~Thanksgiving, it will come at plunging John, is fullback.
Whether or not these combinaa time when the football season is
■at lull perior to the grand climax tions will be retained and pitted
and the public will be able to center against the Gamecock cannot be
its attention on the runners who known until noon Thursday, but
it seems probable to the writer that
brave the grinding test.
The first action of the season they will. Coach Bud makes it an
for the Clemson cross country team ironclad rule to make not even the
will come this week when the team slightest hint of an announcement
goes to Atlanta to enter the South- as to what his line-up for any coneastern A. A. U. meet. On November test will be until time for that con8, Georgia Tech's team will come test to begin.
Carolina has had a highly successhere for a race, and it is possible
the the Tiger runners may make a ful season to date, but Clemson's
trip to Athens for a test of speed warriors are all set to spoil that record. Thursday will tell the tale.
with Georgia.
—W. W. B.
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THE STATE BOND ISSUE.
An Appeal To The People Of South
Carolina.

policy, but is merely substantially
carrying out the policy of the State,
of many years standing, in regard
to these institutions. More than one
hundred year ago the State establihed the policy of maintaining what
we now know as the South Carolina
State Hospital (for insane) for the
treatment and protection of patients.
All of the unfortunates in the State
who comply with law are entitled
to be received by this institution.
This means that further provisions
must be made or the benefits of this
institution will be denied to many
of the insane.
More than a half century ago the
State established a prison known as
the Penitentiary. The inmates of
this institution are not entitled to
the consideration and care that are
given to the care and ill, but they
are entitled to such surroundings
as express the humaneness and
civilization of our people. They are
also entitled to such environment
as will tend to make of them better men and women, thereby preparing them to be better citizens
upon their return to society. The
State is entitled to the returns of
their labor. Improved conditions and
surroundings, the addition of more
manufacturing work, and diversification of employment, not only give
better surroundings to prisoners, but
are of actual economic value to the
State. It is highly desirable that
South Carolina maintain this institution so that it shall reflect the
greatest degree humaneness, and
a the same time, be for the greatest
possible econmic value.
By recent Legislative enactment
the State has adopted the policy
of caring for its feeble-minded, those
unfortunates who come from every
community,
and who
heretofore
have constituted a burdensome tax,
and sometimes a menace, upon their
families, relatives and society in
general. The State hopes to take
these unfortunates and so train
and develop them that they may
become self-supporting, to teach
them self-control and those habits
which will prevent them from being at least a menace or danger to
the community. All of these who
are qualified by law have a right
to be admitted to the Sta':e Training School at Clinton. Yet for lacl-of accommodations, the benefits of
this institution have been extended
to only about two hundred and
twenty, whereas there are over
five hundred on the waiting list.

There comes a time in the life
of any organization or institution
that is successful when a limit is
reached in regards to existing conditions. Such is the status of the
schools and colleges in South Carolina that are dependent up State
aid. Every school has every available resource employed, yet each
session hundreds of applicants are
turned back. The chartiable institutions are crowded to overflowing.
There must be a remedy. There
is a remedy. It lies in the hands of
the loyal people of South Carolina.
The State Legislature has given its
indorsement. The success of the undertaking will be determined at the
polls on election day. The following
The Industrial School for Boys at
articles is published in order that
Florence is crowded to capacity and
some idea of the Issue may be gainhas insufficient facilities for the
ed.
proper development of the boys in"The people of South Carolina trusted to its care. The sole purpose
will , in the General Election to be of the State in the establishment of
held on the frist Tuesday in Nov- this institution is to save our wayember, 1924, vote upon the question ward youth. A vast amount of good
of issuing bonds in the sum of ten has already been done, and the
million dollars for building or per- possibilities of further usefulness
manent improvements in the public are limited by lack of accommodaschools, educational, charitable and tions. The same applies to the inpenal institutions of the State. The dustrial School for White Girls and
proposed law provides that this the Reformatory for Colored Boys.
money shall be expended over, a per- On account of lack of room at these
iod of ten years, two million dollars institutions court officals were notithe first year, and thereafter not fied last year that no more youths
exceeding one million dollars each could be received except as vacancies
year. The law also provides that occured, with the result that the
two million dollars of this sum shall ward and criminals youths of the
be used for aiding in the erection State have either been imprisoned
of high school buildings. This two in the county jails, or of necessity,
million dollars is not to be a loan allowed to run at large in the combut State Aid in a more substantial munities without restriction or corform than has heretofore been ap- rection.
propriated. This statement is issued
Educational Purposes
in order that the general public may
The John de la Howe Industrial
be informed as to the necessity, na- School in McCormick County is the
ture and purpose of the Bond Issue. State's institution for its orphaned
Charitable and Correctional Institu- children. This school is now filled
tions
to capacity and has a waiting list
This is not the begining of a new which is larger than the present
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enrollment. These are the Sate's
helpless children and room must be
provided for them.
The South Carolina School for
The Deaf and The Blind at Cedar
Springs is doing a work that is well
•mown. This year this institution
train and care for over three
hundred students, and this number
will tax the capacity of the institution in all departments.
The University of South Carolina
has been maintained by the State
for more than a hundred years, and
the Citadel has been maintained
for over a half century. Clemson
and Winthrop were established under the administration of the late
Governor Tillman and have grown
to their present proportions almost
in the life of this generation. All
of these institutions are accomplishing a great work for the education
of our people generally. Our boys
■tnd girls are literally flocking to
these institutions, and at some of
them students have been refused
admission because of lack of room.
Many have not applied for admission
for the same reason. Yet, all of
them have the moral and legal
right to be received. For lack of
room they are denied.
The State Colored
College at
Orangeburg has an enrollment of
nearly eight hudred and over one
lundred and fifty applicants were
:urned down for lack of room.
The very basic foundation of our
Government is faith in the State.
Will that faith be maintained when
nany of our citizens are discriminited against as is necessarily done
aow? Necessity for increased faciliies to meet increased demands reluires that new buildings be added
rom year to year. This can be done
n two ways. By larger appropria:ions each year, which would drain
■he State treasury to the extent of
lecoming burdensome, or , by a
3ond issue. A failure, as has hereto'or been the case, to meet these
lemands leaves the problem unsolved and the facilities lacking.
The proposal to solve this problem
iy Bond Issue is merey to apply to
lublic life the business methods of
private life. The Bond Issue for the
>tate is in principle the same as
be Building and Loan plan of the
irivate citizen, or the Installment
linking Fund plan of the county
md school
districts. Our
poorhouses, jails,
high schools
and
Uher public buildings have all been
erected by Bond Issues, running
">ver a long period of time. The
-iccumulation of a sinking fund relays the
obligations with small
idditional expense to the taxpayer.
If these public buildings had been
dependent upon annual appropriations we should have been without
the improvements that we enjoy at
this time The Bond Issue will be
a saving to the State and it will also
relieve «the public treasury of the
drain of large annual appropriations
for these specific purposes. It will
?ive to the penal and chartiable
institutions facilities in keeping with
progress and sincerely trust that
they will take advantage of the
opportunity to vote for this Bond
Issue, thereby remedying conditions
that are in some cases distressful
the duties that they have to discharge. It will give to the youth
of the State, without being burdensome to the taxpayer, the opportunity education guaranteed to them by
the State. It will relieve tho'se in
charge of our institutions of the
suspense and worry of trying to
meet these impossible conditions
from year to year. The Bond Issue
is for the benefit of all the people
and will give a stability to our pro-

gram of development that will reflect in extraodinary educational
progress ,in serving the interest of
humanity, and , therefore, giving
an added impetus to the real progress of the whole State.
Summary of Present Conditions
The following summary reveals
actual conditions in our institutions:
(a).South Carolina State Hospital
(for insane) has a total enrollment
of 2,521, and is overcrowded in its
departments. The white male department is fifteen per cent overcrowded, and the department for negroes
is about thirty-five per cent overcrowded. During the year admission
was refused to 68.
(b). The Sate Penitentiary has a
total enrollment of 525 and there
are two prisoners to the cell in
over fifty cells. There are no accommodations whatever for safekeepers, and the white women are
housed in the upstairs of the commissary building, which is nothing
short of a fire trap. All of the
buildings are in poor condition,
(c.) The State Training school for
the Feeble Minded at Clinton has an
enrollment of 220 with over 500
on the waiting list. Some of the
denominational
orphanages
have
made requests to this institution.
(d.)The Boys' Industrial School at
Florence has a total enrollment of
180, which completely fill the capacity of the institution, and has 25
on a waiting list,
(e.) The
Industrail
School for
White Girls has a total enrollment
of 58, which utilizes every available
space and has a waiting list of 22.
(f.)The Reformatory for Colored
Boys has an enrollment of 147,
although they have capacity for
only 110. There are 35 now on
the waiting list, and the judges of
the courts have been requested not
to commit any more boys to this
institution until
the overcrowded
conditions have been relieved.
(g.)The de la Howe State School
at Willington (McCormick County)
has an enrollment of 120, with a
waiting list of 156.
(h.)The School for the Deaf and
the Blind at Cedar Springs (Spartanburg County) has an enrollment
of 300 and full capacity has been
reached in all departments. Additional applicants will be refused
unless further accommodations are
provided.
(i.)The University of South Carolina
has an enrollment of 1,051. of
whom 270 are women. There- are
557 men crowded in rooms intended for only 376. In some instances there are four and five
men in space provided for only two
and three. The class rooms are
overflowing and certain classes are
being held in the President's house,
in the chapel, in the Library, and
in professor's offices. The chapel
contains only 40 6 seats, and it is,
therefore, impossible to accommodate the student body.
(j.)The Citadel has an enrollment
of 309
students, with sufficient
capacity, but this institution has no
quarters whatsoever for the superintendent, officers, faculty, and administrative force, all of whom now
live in the city of Charleston at
the Old Citadel, which is a mile
and a half from the present site at
Hampton Park.
k.) Clemson Colleg has an enrollment of 1,134, and of this number
49 do not live in the barracks at
the college. This year formal applications for admissions were received
from 1,363 students, which represents 229 more than could be accommodated. Overcrowded conditions obtain not only in the barracks
but in the college departments, the
class rooms, shops, and laboratories.
(I). Winthrop College has an enrollment of 1,540 and 389 high school
graduates with
fifteen units
of
credits were denied admission for
lack of accommodations. Most every
room is occupied by three girls,
and every crack and corner of the
institution is crowded.
(m.)The Medical College at Charleston has an enrollment of 280, which
fills the institution to its capacity.
On account of lack of accommodotions over 150 applicants were refused.
tn.)The State Colored College at
Orangeburg has an enrollment of
over 700 and 150 students were
denied admission for lack of room.
Every department is crowded.
(o.)In 1920 there were graduated
from the four-year high schools
of the State 745 boys and girls,
and in 1923 there graduated 2,235,
and increase of 200 percent. In 1924

there were graduated from the fouryear high schools 2,980 boys and
girls, an increase of 300 percent
over 1920.
The foregoing summary of present conditions in the public schools
and State institutions speak for
itself in a way that makes it anntcessary to argue the importance
and necessity of the adoption of
this Bond Issue. We believe that
the people of South Carolina want
the State to make a reasonable
and at the same time relieving the
Legislature from the burden having
to make direct appropriations each
year out of the current revenue for
permanent improvements."
You, the people of South Carolina,
will decide between progress or
deteriation for your schools, colleges, and institutions. What will
be your decision? Will you realize
the worth of education, the need
for charity, the necessity of reform,
and cast your vote for the Bond
Issue? Or will you forget these
powerful factors of civic and social
progress and cast your vote against
the Bond Issue? The decision is in
your hands.
Think
the
matter
through, and when your decision
is reached, let it be in favor of
that action which you believe is
best for the State of South Carolina.
—E. L. S.

COLUMBIAN SOCIETY
HAS FINE DEBATE
Freelaiid And Day Defeat Stribling
And Siinkins In Stiring Argument—App&al Made For NonDancing Element.
One of the hottest and most interesting dbates that has been delivered on the floor of the Columbian for quite a while took place
last Friday night. All of the debaters were well prepared, and the
debate "waxed fast and furious."
The query "Resolved that some
social provision should be made for
the non-dancing element at Clemson" was one on which points on
both sides could be obtained. Mr.
C. B. Day and Mr. B. W. Freeland
defended the
affirmative against
their opponents Mr. D. W. Stribling
and Mr. L. H. Simkins. Each man
was prepared and really put his
best into the fight. The decision
was in favor of the affirmative. Debates like these are the kind that
make Literary Societies.
Mr. L. L. Bell was in charge of
the devotional exercises, after which
came the roll call and minutes.
The first declaimer, Mr. H. L.
Taylor, gave as his selection "In
Flander's Field." Mr. L. R. Blakney
with "The Last leaf" was second.
The reader, Mr. J. A. Morris, read
a very amusing selection entitled
"A Sure Cure for Pride." The next
m order was the debate which has
been spoken about.
It was decided at the meeting of
Friday a week ago, to start having
extemperaneous speeches. At this
meeting, Mr. F. L. Gary, was given
the subject of "Courtesy". Mr Cary
certainly did the subject justice
Mr. M. H. Woodruff was accepted
as a newmember. Next Friday night
let's have a 100 percent attendance
and everybody bring a new man.
—S. L. G.
Traveler:—"There is a tribe of
wild women in Africa. They have
no tongues."
Smith:—"No tongues! how do
they talk?"
Traveler:—"They
can't
that's
what makes them wild."
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By "Paul", "Sparkie" and "Fred"
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FOOTBALL A LA MODE
The football game was over.
Before the parlor grate
A maiden and a fullback
Were lingering rather late.
They talked of punts and passesMatters rather tame
Till Cupid donned his noseguard
And broke into the game.

THREE
Prof (to father on son's graduaS. D. J. "What character do you
tion day): "You should be proud have in the next act?"
of your son. He is a genius and
Girl: "I'm not supposed to have
a prophet."
any character. I'm in the chorus."
The Old Boy: "Profit Bunk! He
cost me three hundred dollars a
That one-cent Rexall Sale is
month for the last four years." your chance.
L. Cleveland
—Puppet.
Martin Drug Store.

THE COMMUNITY STORE

TIGER PRESSING GLOB

CLEMSON COLLEGE

Women Should Be Handled
Electricity

Like

If she is willing to come half
way-Meter.
If sue will come all the wayReceiver.
If she wants to go still futherDispatcher.
If she gets too excited-Controller.
If she talks too long-Controller.
If her way of thinking is not
yours-Converter.
If she picks your pocket-Detector.
If she sings inharmoniously-Tuner.
If she wants chocolate-Feeder.
If she gossip too mueh-Regulator.
If she is wrong-Rectifier.
If she is a poor cook-Discharger.
And if she is not what you think
she should be-Adjuster.
Teacher:—"Johnnie,

how

One "Rat" so rough
Tried bluffing the Prof.
If his bluff had been stronger
My tale would be longer!

He quickly lined the couple up
And made them toe the mark
And soon he had them going
With a scrimmage in the dark.

Smith:—Say, are you looking for The boy tried to kiss .her—
An amateur affair.
trouble.
Lemon:—Yeah; have you seen my But he lost it on a fumble
And only hit the air.
chemistry.
Broke:
sorbers?
Garage
Broke:
Soph:—I never know what to do
home to
with my week-end.
write for
Rat:—Keep your hat on it.

Have you any shock ab-

What makes the light so pale?
It was out all night.

Man: Sure.
Well, please send some
my father; I'll have to
another check.

Cadet:—"Professor, Prof. Kava"I have a new baby brother at
naugh
uses the whole rag when
my house."
he erases the board."
"Is he going o stay?
Prof. Carpenter:—"I'm n'pt used
"I think so, he has all his clothes
to scrubbing decks."
off."

the winding
A woodpecker lit on a freshman's The girl went up
stairs,
head,
The hick behind her followed;
And settled down to peck;
of a skunk?"
She stopped and
stooped to tie
Johnnie:—"A small animal to be He pecked away fro half a day,
her
shoe—
And
then
he
broke
his
neck.
killed with a pole."
His chewing gum he swallowed.
—Pointer.
Greenville News.
Rat: "Gee, I've got an idea!"
Teacher:—"What is the definition

Old Man: "Treat it gently; it is
John Stevens:— I never kissed a
"When
you examine
a dogs
in a strange place."
girl before in my life.
lungs
through
a
mircroscope,
what
Fair One:— Well, run'along. I'm
The Freshman stood on the burn- do you see?"
not running a Prep, school.
•
ing deck,
"The seat of his pants."
And, so far. as he could learn,
Tommy
Blount is
somewhat a
When a certain
cadet and his
He stood in perfect safty, for
cheese.
girl
started
on
a
•
trip
to a nearHe was too green to burn.
: the girls like to sit on his
by
town,
she
said,
"Why,
dear,
knees.
you
anly
bought
one
ticket"
There
was
a
young
lady
named
Liza,
He plays with them all,
"By Jove," said he, "I had forSo pretty no one could despiza
And each seems to fall.
11 myself entirely."
When her best beau does call
Vint they easy to please.
He just sits by the wall
We are in sympathy with the And iza, and iza, and iza.
—Ex.
freshman that wanted to know if
Clemson A. and M. College stood for
Mr. Smith: Will you charge a
Clemson Agricultural . and Military
loaf of bread for me?
College.
Clerk—Sorry, this is a grocery
Clothes don't make the man, but store not a battery station.—Tipton
Watson's socks are his Toot Toot.
trongest points.
Men always want the front scats
n a theatre but they take the back
)nes in church.
"Sweetie" Clark:—Dearest,
no
one will ever know how much I
love you!
Voice from under sofa:—Huh!
Dad wiil know unless I get a quarter.
I used to think I knew I knew,
Eut now, I must confess,
The more I know I know I know
I know I know the less.
—Sec.

Cash Cadet Checks.
Agency Flosbeim Shoes
Agency Schloss Brothers Clothes.
Agency Ben Vonde Dry Cleaners.
Agency Spauding Sweaters and
Athletic Goods.
Sell Cigaretts and Tobaccos.
Cigars, Candies, Drinks
Stationery, Pencils, Ink.
Carry a line of Dry Goods, Shirts,
Shoes, Needles, Pins, Thread and
lots of things you will need while
at school.
Make you feel at home any time you
come down and always glad to
see you.
Will Help Make the Tiger Roar
for 1924
THE COMMUNITY STORRE, INC.

Bring Your Clothes to Us
FOR

CLEANING, PRESSING
AND REPAIRING
Run by Tiger Athletes
JACK CHANDLER, Manager
Located in Rear of Taylor's
Shoe Shop.

WE DO IT RIGHT

Cl.EMSON COLLKGE, S. C.

Capt. May:—"Murr, who is the
AIN'T THAT CRUEL,?
highest ranking officer in a comI hit her in the cranium,
pany command post?"
Yes, I biffed her in the head,
Bill:—"The 1st. Lieutenant, sir,
For she was only my alarm clock,
when the captain is not there."
And I was still in bed.

many

days in this month?"
Johnnie: —
"Thirty days has September,
All the rest I can't remember;
The Calendar's upon the wall—
Why bother me with this at all.'

:HINGS WE DO FOR THE CADETS

i See I. L. KELLER
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There once was a fisher named
Fisher ,
Who fished from the edge of
fissure.
A fish with a grin
Pulled Fisher in.
Now they're
fishing the
tissue
for Fisher.
— li'X.

A fly and a flea in a flue.
Were imprisoned, so what could
they do?
Said the fly, "Let us flee."
Said the flee, "Let us fly."
So they flew through the flaw
in the flue.
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FOR WALIC-QVER SHOES
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Boys will be boys. So will girls
They were having a soda when
judging by the mode of dress and
her straw broke. She said to the
.iLtmg.
clerk, "My sucker is broke."
The next one .caught her cheek;
"Gosh ding it!," said her escort,
Th maid did shyly say:
"how did you know it."
"Youre penal!
holding,
Likewise for outside play.
"I am sorry
I married you,"
said the bride.
He t^.en cried out another
"You ought to be," replied the
Succeeding nice and fine
groom, "you kept some other ?:'il
For now he made a touchdown
out of mighty fine husband."
Directly on the line.
♦♦♦
THE BIGGER THEY ARE
And as they sat in silence
She's big and tall and statuesque,
Communing soul to soul,
A mighty vestal of the sun;
But she cuddle! O my star! —
The parlor door flew open
And father kicked a goal!
Just like a little one!
—Sec.
—Sec.

Prof
Bradley:—I
have
went.
Thats' wrong isn't it?
"Cutie" Hinson:—Yes sir.
HOW FLATTERING.
Prof. Bradley:—Why is it wrong?
"I adore Frehmen," said the coL
Hinson:—Cause you ain't went lege widow. "I'd like to choke the
ret.
cute little things 0 death."—N. Y.
Mercury.
Capt. Higgins:—One day during
the war I got twenty-five bullet
THE W7AY OF THE GIRL
holes through my coat and yet I A kiss, a sigh, a fond goodbye,
wasn't hurt.
And he is gone;
"Prep" Bradley:—You must have A smile, a joy, another boy,
had your coat off.
And so th world goes on.

t
f

f

Invites the patronage of all Clemson men at all times. j^

f[ WE SPECIALIZE IN SATISFYING TIGER APPETITES***
Y
T
Y
Y

See us about Meal Tickets.

fY
Y
fY

Managed by

fT

MR. AND. MRS. H. M. PICKETT

~
"Is it Kisstomary to cuss the
bride?" stammered the bridegroom ♦♦♦
■^
after, the ceremony.
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TAPS WORK IS
WELL UNDER WAY
Picture Schedule Begins November
3rd—Club Presidents Are Reminded Of Duties—White
Studios To Make Pictures •

November 3rd. will mark the
beginning of the "Picture schedule"
days for this year. Each Senior,
Junior, and Sophomore will be
assigned a "date" with the.photographer, at which time four individual photgraphs will be made.
These plates will be immediately
sent to the home studio where they
will be finished up and the proofs
promptly
returned.
The' cadet
may then decide from the proofs
which picture he desires to go in
the annual. The number of this
picture is then checked on the record sheets and a finished print
is sent to the photograph editor of
Taps. If the cadet desires he may
order any desired number of photogaphs for his personal use. This
is an opportunity which practically
all cadets will take advantage of
as the negatives will have already
been made and retouched and their
cost will not enter into the price
of the extra photopraphs. Four
separate photos, taken by the best
and biggest studio in the United
States, will insure the delivery of
the very best pictures that it is
possible to obtain. The price of
extra photographs, under the present contract, will be six dollars
per dozen up, depending upon the
folder.
The
Freshman Class
will be
photographed in a group, probably
seated upon the
front steps of
Barracks No.3. This arrangement
will be carefully made to harmonize with the shape and size of the
picture so that every man can be
easily recognized. The names of
the Freshmen will be listed on the
two pages following the photo o£
the entire class. The
Freshmen
Class Offivers and Sponsor will be
on the page preceding the group
photograph.
No efforts will be spared to secure proper arrangement and clearness
of detail
in all
photos,
whether they be individual, military, athletic, or view.
A word
concerning the
viewsection may be of interest here.
The entire set of photographs for
this section, with the exception
of that of the Main Building, was
made in the Spring before college
closed, as view pictures made at
this time show a freshness and
brilliancy that cannot be obtained
at any other time. All who have
seen these views declare thorn to
be far superior to any that have
previously used. Good photogapln
are the basis of a good annual,
.so the Taps staff feels that a good
.start has been made in securing
the services of the White Studio.
'The cooperation of every cadet is
necessary, however, to enable the
photographer and the cadets that
will assist him to make 'the large
number of pictures without mostly
and unnecessary delay.
The county clubs and all societies that desire to use individual
photos
or
"Kodak
portraits"
should have some member of the
club in charge of the club design
and directly responsible for it. In
most cases the President or chairman will attend to this matter.
The photos of each member should

THE
be clear and all should be as nearly as possible the same size and
as large as
can be made
with
the average camera without getting so close as to be out of focus.
The design surrounding the photos
may be made by anyone chosen
by the person in charge of the club
design, but he should have some
artistic ability and know the method of obtaining the proper proportion so that the club designs
will fit the page properly. This
information can be obtained from
the Art Editor in room 76. The
Sponsor's picture should be larger
than those of the members of the
club, and obove all should be clear
and sharply focused. This will
insure clear and exact reproduction in the annual. It has been
a matter of experience that individual photographs of club members look better when no' unsual
dress or uniform is worn. The pictures look better when made with
the regular roll collar blouse and
white or khaki shirt. All members
of the same club should by all
means be dressed alike however,
as any mixture of dress produces
a ragged effect. The whole set
of club pictures should be made
and the name of the member printed on the back, and turned over
to the person that is to design
the plate.
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as much as you do boys?"
"MOTHER MID" NOW the"Igirls
am sure I shall," she answered,
"and I am glad to learn something
the younger generation of my
MATRON OF WOMEN about
own sex. I'll admit I know very
AT SOUTHGARQLINA little about them now." —W. W. B.
Leaving Clemson After 12 Years,
FARE CHEAPER THAN A FINE
Mrs. Middleton Is Successful
In New Work In Columbia
In a crowded street car a stouf.
woman
vainly endeavored to get
"Mother Mid," affectionately know
by that title to thousands of Clem- her fare out of the pocket of her
son men though her real name is coat, which was tightly buttoned
precaution
against
pickMrs. M. E. Middleton, is now mat- as a
pockets.
Afetr
she
had
been
workron of the new Woman's Building
at the University of South Carolina, ing fruitlessly for some minutes
and reports from Columbia indicate the Duke who stood at her side
that she is just as popular there said "Please let me pay your fare,
madam."
as she was. at Clemson.
The lady declined with some
For twelve years Mrs. Middleton
asperity
and recommenced her atwas matron of the Clemson mess
hall, and her loving attentiveness to tacks on her pocket. After this
all the boys made her universally had gone on for a few minutes
known as "Mother Mid." It was to more our frined spoke again and
her that many of the boys took there was decision in his voice:
"Lady, you've got to let me pay
their troubles, and she always had
you've undone
my
a kind word. Many of the students your fare;
suspenders
three
times
and
I
can't
activities would hardly be the same,
stand it any longer!"
had it not been for the competent
—Sec.
as well as willing hand of "Mother
Mid."
One of the Clemson student institutions which is a monument to her
is the Junior-Senior Banquet. She
alwas played a large part in planning the affair, and did much of the
actual work in preparation for them.
Also she helped many times with
the decorations for the Cadet dances.
This year "Mother
Mid" left
Tigertown to take charge of the
Carolina Woman's Building, their
first dormitory for co-eds. That she
is successful in her new work goes
without saying, for the girls at
Carolina cannot help loving her as
Clemson boys have always done.
The co-eds have also adopted the
same title for her that the Tigers
used, and probably she will always
be known as "Mother Mid" whereever she goes. Clemson men wish
her the greatest of success in an
new work, though they greatly miss
her and wish she was back with
them.

The annual must be out by
May 1st. and no delay can be allowed if this schedule is to be
maintained. This means that all
club plates must be made up without a moments delay, and turned
over to the Taps staff. All payments for club and society space
must be made at the rate of ?15.
per page
before the plate
can
be sent to the printer. Every club
member should do his part and
pay his dues as soon as he can
get the money, for absolutely no
space can be alloted thai is not
paid for in time; and contrary to
the usual custom, this means by
December 1st. The annual staff
cannot afford to take a chance on
putting in designs that have not
been fully paid for, as every page
design means several hundred exIn a long feature article dealing
tra pages to be paid for, not to with the Carolina Co-eds, the new
mention the engraving and printing Woman's Building, and the two
expense.
women who direct the affiars of the
The Art Editor and his Assist- co-eds, The Columbia Record says:
ants will make club designs for
The reporter sat on enjoying the
a standard price of §2.00 each. picture the girls
made—particuThis design may be planned and larly the one at the piano with her
drawn by anyone that the club bright hair just touched by the light
President
may choose
however, from a tall floor lamp, her piguant
provided the finished plate is up little face upturned laughingly—
to the standard set for the annual.
"Oh Mother Mid," she called, and
Formerly no charge has been made Mrs. Middleton, the matron of the
for the club designs and the Art woman's building, came forward
Editor did not attempt to make and graciously made the newspaper
them, but this system allowed woman welcome.
plates to be sent in that were a
"Yes, they all call me Mother
discredit to the club and to the Mid. You see the boys began it at
annual. A great deal of time and Clemson and since I've been here
considerable ability is necessary to some of the boys have come to see
the production of creditable and me and asked for me by that name
artistic plate so the charge of so the girls have been quick to
$2.00 has been set as a standard. adopt it." Mrs. Middleton is to be
This method of securing good de- more than matron of the building,
signs is similar to that used in for she is to mother the girls and
all the large colleges.
she impresses one as having the
Taps is the result of the com- very attributes that mothers are
bined efforts of every loyal Tiger. supposed
to
pcssess—sympathy,
It is entirely a student publication and affection, interest in. their afand as such deserves the united fairs and tact. She smilingly spoke
:fforts of every cadet to make it of the fact "she loved boys."
"I expect you've had to listen to
a success and a credit to those
whose pictures
it contains
and many of their problems," said the
whose activities it chronicles. As reporter.
a reminder of college days your
"Thousands of them! I don't
innual
will become
more and know anything else but boys, for
•nore valuable to you in the years I was at Clemson for 12 years and
to come and will renew the dim at a boys' school in Birmingham for
recollections of the past that are two years before that. And, 'beso treasured by every alumnus.
sides, I have two boys of my own."
—C. M. A.
"Do you think you'll learn to love

Naples: "I scored the winning
touchdown last Saturday."
Florence: "Why, how lovely. I
didn't know you played fooball."
Naples: "No, but I run the
scoreboard."
—Purple Parrot.

FUMBLES AND KICKS
The Senior President picked up a
"whiff" but lost control and it was
intercepted by the Commandant. The
Commandant passed to the President who advancd to the Faculty
and then kicked the Senior President.
The Chefferree tossed the oval off
the gridiron on to the white oilcloth markers but the pigskin was
declared "dead" by the Student
Body.
The Student Body advanced to
the President's House .where they
were hied in consultation and kicked. The Faculty returned the kick
and half the Student body fumbled,
protested and went out of bounds.
The other half recovered and held.
Time and time again the Faculty
and Alumni hit the line but the
Protestants held firm for the reinstatement of the Senior President
and revivication of the pigskin. The
Faculty received the kick under advisement.
The ultimatum called for better
ovals and more of them.
Among the Students who remained on the field of play several fights
occurred in various localities. The
team also split and held separate
consultations in various parts of
the gridiron. None of the meetings
brought a score.
The Faculty demanded that unless
the Students return to the field of
play the game be forfeited.
At this point the contest was
declared postponed until the Trustees could reach a decision.

Difficult Customer: "I can't remember the name' of the car I WHOOPS! I'M A CANARY BmD!
want—I think it starts with 'T."
She led her bashful lover down
Exasperated Salesman: "Madam,
into the darkest ravine in that
all our cars start with gasoline."
section of the country.
—The passing Show (London).
"We're five miles from everywhere ," she murmured. "We are
"How did you get that cut on out of sight and sound of the busy
world. What do yuo think of- this
your head?"
place?"
"Hie—musta—hie—bit myself."
"Say,"
he
cried
joyously,
"G'wan. You couldn't bite youself
"wouldn't this be a swell place to
up there."
throw
your old
safety
razor
"Musta stood on a chair."
blades?"
—Goblin.

COMPLETE LINE OF NEW ARMY GOODS
INCLUDING

SHIRTS, SHOES, RAINCOATS AND LOCKERS
SEE A. H. CHAPMAN—Room 245
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L, CLEVELAND MARTIN DRUG STORE I
ANNOUNCEMENT
Oct. 30 and 31, and Nov. 1, we will conduct a OneCent special Sale on all REXALL Products, in which
line we will sell two articles for one cent more than
the price of one such article. For example, two,
fifty-cent articles will be sold for 51 cents. For
further information inquire at
THE

DRUG

STORE

and get lined up on one of the best bargain proposition on the campus.
Our Clemson Specialties Include
Loose Leaf Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Lefax Note Books
Eversharp Pencils
Fountain Pens
Stationery

Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES

EVERREADY SERVICE TO CLEMSON MEN
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I cheer at long slides to a base;
I revel in ten-inning matches.
Where both teams set a snappy
pace;
But when the first north wind
comes wailing
Avd r-imson leaves mark autumn's
t Uld,
Give i :e the spiral bravely sailiLi?
Or zig zag runs across the field.
—Princeton Tiger.

I.

I tried a ribbon in my hair,
My silken skirts so widevwere spread
Nn glistening jewels did I wear,
But at my throat a rose burned red.

I, *
THE BIG WEEK is now on hand.
All year the devotees of football
look forward to the State Fair and
its great classic, Clemson vs. Carolina. Now it is here, the State Fair
is, and Thursady noon brings th?
big game.
• • •
WHO WILL WIN? Clemson, we
say. The experts say Carolina, but
we do not claim to be an expert
and we beg to differ with them.
Never have we seen the team with
more determination to fight.
* * *
ALL OVER the state runs the
talk that Clemson is out of the
running due to the trouble which
has stirred the student body. But believe us, Clemson is not out of the
running by any means. The boys
are out to show the experts and
fans that they are going to win
regardless.

*

*

*

MORE MEN on the squad really
want to beat Carolina, want it with
all the intensity of their beings,
than have wanted any other game
recently, and we know they aro
going to get it.
* * *
FORWARD PASSING will be one
of the great weapons of the Gamecocks, don't doubt that. Last yea"
we saw the Carolina Freshmen beat
the Clemson Freshmen. And they
did it largely by means of an almost mirculous forward passing
game played by a couple of boys,
Johnsond and Rogers. Those boys ar«
on the Gamecock varsity today and
they have been raising havoc up to
date.
* * *
BUT THURSDAY they will get
stopped. The Tigers are prepared
to defend themselves against the
aerial game and what it takes to halt
the Carolina airman, we believe they
have. Also Clemson may cut loose
some unsoppable passes herself, but
we won't mank any predictions
about that, for you never know
what Coach Bud will loose. That's
one of his strong points, he keeps
them guessing.
* * *
AFTER CAROINA the Tigers will
face V. P. I., and the Gobblers from
Virginia Tech have a great team.
Let our slogan be GOBBLE THE
COBBLERS. The Homecoming Day
will attract a huge crowd to Clemson, and Clemson must win. It will
give us a place in the Southern
Conference standing that will mean
more than any victory in the state
could possibly mean.

The Associated Press summary of
last week's football in the South
says:
"Some remarkable kicking featured the victory of V. P. I. over
Maryland, 12 to 0. Rutherford kicked a goal from the fifty-yard line
after he previously had kicked a
goal from the 3 9-yard line."
Dangerous medicine, this Ruther
ford. Watch him Tigers.

If I now grow hard and cold, and
Care not for the way that I go,
Oh, all, forgive and understand—
It is that I've been wounded so!

Or if I drop
Not ca?;.
Or if I .'Tis still j
|
j
i

A ROSE WILL FADE

Idanced with twinkling toes in air
To my gay heart's bright, happy
tune.
O there was joy everywhere
Beneath
the
pale-gold
autumn
moon!

FIVE

and fall by the way,
> live an?
';.are-free h*. *
jame reason

braek!
I wore a ribbon in my hair,
My silken skirts so wide were spread
My eyes were fixed with vacant
stare,
\ rose droped on my shoulder,
dead.

I danced with weary feet, carelessly,
To my poor heart's sad aching tune.
Whatever I become it's he
0 there was sorrow everywhere
That will have made me such; so Beneath the sickly, mocking moon!
If I change, I beg, blame not me:
'Tis that I love him, you must know. 1 turned my eyes away from him
Love him? Or is it hate? this thing And to myself the bare truth told—
It has been known since ages dim
to give A rose will fade and heart grow
Which begs 'Revenge!
cold.
him pain,
To wound him, bruise him, and to
sting,
Dad: — "Where were you last
And yet, which
says, "Be kind night?"
Son:—' 'Just riding around with
again."
the boys. '
Dad: — "Wall, you had better
I watched him dance with all the
return
th is vanity case one of the
rest;
I watched him for my poor love's boys lfet in the car."

And he was there! Aft my eyes
sake.
CRUEL
sought
Let other's
dance held
to his
He: "How's my girl today?"
To find love present in his eyes—
breast;
She (with
enthusiasm):
"Just
But his glance wildly said, "you're
They have him, in his arms are
fine!"
naught."
pressed—
THE PRINCETON TIGERS, form- As he danced and passed me by.
He: "How do you know?"
But,
oh, they haven't my heartidable
contenders
for
Eastern
—Purple Parrot.
honors, are evidently using a system similar to
Coach Saunders'
Crapshooter's or circle shift. Lawrence Perry describes it in a recent newspaper story, and it sounds
very much like the Clemson formation, except that Princeton did not
use a quarterback while Clemson
does.
Perry calls it the huddle system,
and says:
"The Tigers used no quarterback
for signals; they employed the huddle system which has been seen a:
Chicago and Yale. Havinf %r-K tl-o
play the mt<i ,.. » •«■*. ■, , ■»..
places, masaiag tke pnsjiJ{.t,iaiu..'
of the line to right or left of centei
as the case may be. The ball is
passed at once and the play, is away.
The backs are . aligned in square
formation with the ball coming direct from center. When this schemj
is further perfected and the linePlant of the Goodyear Tire fcf Rubber Company of Calmen snap into their charge with
ifornia, located at Los Angeles. General contractors:
great vigor, this method of launchHunkin Conkey Co., Cleveland. Plumbing contractors:
Arthur Hess, Los Angeles, and H. E. Tryday, Los Angeles
ing a play should be very puzzling
to any defense."

w

THE ARTERIES OFA MODERN FACTORY

ANOTHER DISPATCH says that
the system? is not liked in the east.
It says:
New York, Oct. 15.—The "huddle" system of calling signals has
met with so much disfavor among
officials newspapers and spectators,
that an attempt may be made to
bring it before the football rule:
committee at the next m-setia.?.
Walter C&Mp is salt" io oppc i .
the innovator., tilak 1- -"-largL .
with slowing up the game and making judgment on offside difficult for
officals.
No complaint on these counts
have come from the fans of this
section. They seem to rather like
the crap-shooter's shift, and the
officials have issued no complaint
about that we know of.
* * *
America's sport writers, is our
favorite, and he recently burst into
verse with the following:
The Autumn Call
What the world series games may
thrill us
With all their parkling, spicy ways,
What tho we have the old bacillus
Of two base hits and double plays;
We must confess our pulse is jumping
To hear again the old-time roar,
And see a halfback blithely bumping
His way for seven yards or more.

• • •
KICKING should be a feature of
the Clemson-V. P. I. battle. Charlie
Robinson, of the Tigers, when in
good form, will give any man a run
for the honors of the toe. Then on
the other side there is none other
than Bon Rutherford, famed as one
of the greatest toe artists, especially
at drop-kicking, in the country,
Here is an example of his prowess. I like home runs and fancy catches, :

In tunnels, behind walls, beneath floors
in every American factory, complex systcnv3 of piping inter-connect the various
departments. Delivering water, steam,
compressed air, oil and gas to every point
ied, these pipe-lines
( ubl'e each department of the institution
i J specialize in its particular fun :d on.
"':^vmakv->>ossiblev">e':*Patra'):?'° <» ifthe
-l.^ient
;„L-UGL — power... zz~~ .2 3:

large-capacity plants. They allow the isolationoffirehazardsandobnoxiousprocesses.
should one of them fail, however, productjon mignt be crippled, even stopped.
That is why it ;s so important to getuniform quaiity in everv part 0f a p;ping in_
■ the Crane name, the assurstall,
dable quality on products
ancs
ping needs, means so much
tha^gineers and owners.
tofil

AN E

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL
Pranches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Forty-five Cities
National Ex/, ibit Room;: Chicago, Neiv York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal
Work*: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Montreal
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON
CSS CRANE: PARIS, NANTES, BRUSSELS

All steam, water and compressed air pipe-lines
in the Goodyear plant are Crane materials
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TEXTILE SHOW IN
GREENVILLE HOLDS
FORTHJHIS WEEK
Juniors And Seniors To Make Trip
Over To Greenville Wednesday
—Many Prominent Firms
Have Exhibits.
The Sixth Southern Textile Show
will open its doors in Greenville
Monday morning at 9:30 o'clock.
This should be of interest to all
the students here at Glemson as
cotton either in the raw or finished
product, plays a great part in the
economic situation of our state.
Also there are a great number of
students here at Clemson who are
specializing in the Textile Industry.
This show will have on exhibit
machinery and equipment manufactured by all the prominent textile manufacturing concerns in this
country and some in Europe. The
latest improvements in machinery
will be exibited by the plants manufacturing them. Their representatives will also be there to explain
them to the public. All forms of
the textile industry will be shown,
from the cotton in the bales to tha
finished cloth, with all the intermediate steps and the machinery by
which it is performed. A visit to
this exposition will be of benefit tn
any one and especially to the
who are at all interested in (
textile work of this state.
Prominent mill men of the sou'
New England States, and even Europe will be in attendance. These
men will come to Greenville with
the purpose of seeing the progress
this section of the state has made
in this industry. Greenville is recognized all over the world as the
textile center of the south and it
is indeed fortunate that we, and
especially the textile students, ar3
in such close proximity to a town
noted for this industry.
All the three upper classes of
the four year course in textile engineering or industrial education
will be granted permits to attend
the exposition as well as both the
classes taking the two year course
The permits for each class will be
granted on different days inorder that
;he instructors and professors will bi
.'ully able to explain the diffc;<;;;
nachines and processes to the gtulents. This will be of great aid tc
the students as it will enable them
to become acquainted with all the
differents makes of machinery and
devices of the cotton trade that cannot be had here at Clemson. All
the men attending the Textile show
are urged to make every effort to
take in as much of the show as
possible and to . become acquainted
with all the exhibits, as far as
possible in the time they have.
There has been a wonderful development in the textile industry in
this section of the state in the past
twenty-five years. Within this textile territory there are 3,000,000
spindles with a replacement value
of .?200,000,00. This is a growing
industry and one that we should
all welcome ■ in this section of the
state, both for our own profit and
the good that it will do to the state
in the future.
—G. W. G.
One: "How do you know that
your woman doesn't love you?"
Two: "Woman's instution."
One: "You're not a woman."
Two: "My girl is, though."
—Widow.
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TIGER

Chandler passed to Martin, and the
play netted 13 yards. It was MarCLAWS ON CAROLINA RATS
tin's turn next. He passed to Chandler for a 12 yard gain. Eskew hit
(Continued from page one)
the line for two yards. A pass faila whole, for the afternoon was most ed. Stepping behind the line of
scrimmage Chandler passed to Link.
worthy.
Cuttino played a pretty end for The Clemson captain took the ball,
Clemson and Kafer of Carolina was ran five yards and was tackled. The
there with his usual steady and fleet oval shot up in the air, bounced
feet. Martin punted well for Clem- off a defensive man and Cuttino
son and was one of the outstanding reached out his arms. The ball stuck
figures in the fourth quarter. Eskew there and the Clemson end lost
also did his share of the backfield no time in hurrying over the goal
work and was frequently called upon for a touchdown. Goal was missed.
It looked as if the tie would be
to hit the line for first downs. Harvey at center displayed unusual broken by Carolina when a punt was
blocked and Nofal caught the ball
ability to mix in plays.
Culp put up a pretty exhibition at on Clemson's 16 yard line. But the
guard for Carolina. Holcombe ran Biddies were too anxious. Brewer
his team well and participated in passed wildly to Swink. Thj full
several beautifully executed passes. back raced back to the 31 yard
7
His absence was felt when he had line, where the pigskin had journes ed
and
in
trying
to
pick
up
the
to retire from the game because of
fumbled.
Holman, a guard,
an injury. Taylor, starting his-firs, ball
recovered
and
it
was
Clemson's ball.
game as a regular, played good ball
in the first half. He recovered sev- Chandler ripped off six yards and
eral fumbles and was responsible for Eskew made first down. Chandler
the play that led to Carolina's score. made three. Metcalf, another numLeo Thomas, a Columbia boy, played berless substitute, then passed to
his first game. He played hard, and Chandler for eight yards. Metcalf
made three through the line. Chandtackled hard.
ler passed to Metcalf a gain of 25
Carolina outplayed Clemson in the
yards. Chandler hit the line for
first half, making six first downs
seven yards Metcalf made first down
to the Cubs' "nary a one." The
Metcalf penetrated the Biddies line
Garnet and Black freshmen lost
several opportunities to score durnig for three more. Chandler was called upon again. He responded by
the opening periods. At one time
circling the left end. Two Carolina
they came near enough to try for
men
missed him and he ran on—
a f-iold coal, but the ^""oh in, Wim..
stopping to set the pigskin behind
berley's toe was lacking. Carolina
the goal bars. The try for the extra
pushed over three first downs in
point .failed but the damage had
the second half, but none came
been done.
in the last quarter.
Clemson did
Carolina resorted to the aerial
not make a single first down until
attack during the remainder of the
the last Hive minutes of play in
game but not a single pass was
the third period, but after that
completed. The game ended with
made them at will.
the ball in the Biddies' possession
No Scores So Far.
on their own 3 0 yard line.
The two elevens entered the secClemson (12)
Carolina (6)
ond half with a scoreless deadlock
Cuttino
LE
Farr
staring them in the face. The BidMcGlone
LT
F. Thomas
dies got busy soon, after the whistle,
Holman
LG
Culp
however, and scored after Taylor
Harvey
C
Brewer
had recovered a fumble
on the
Potts
RG
Taylor
Clemson 35 ' yard line. The touchTuttle
RT
Flake
down came after two plays. McDunlap
RE
Seideman
Queen pierced the young Tiger lina
Link (c)
QB
Holcombe
for a ten yard gain. Holcombe then
Timmerman
LH
Harris
passed to McQueen, who snatched
Martin
RH. (c)Wimberley
the oval on the 15 yard line and
Eskew
FB
Swink
ran ten yards for the touchdown.
Score by quarters:
This was the last first down the Clemson
0
0 0 12—12
Biddies made. Clemson soon got Cirloina
0
0
6
0— 6
busy and a few minutes before the
3cor ag:
Touchdowns,
Cuttino,
third quarter ended made its initial |
.ana ;r, McQueen.
first down of the day. After breakSub: .itutes:
Carolina, McQueen
ing the ice the Cubs ran wild and i ../ Ko.ris, Kafer for Seideman, Nopiled up a total of 14 first downs la,} tor Taylor,
Wannamaker
for
during the next 20 minutes of play. McQueen, L. Thomas for F. Thomas,
And in this revival lies the story Murden for Farr, Farr for Kafer,
of how the young Tigers won.
Harris for Wimbeley, M. Thomas
After Swink had missed the try fo Culp,
Burnet for
Holcombe,
for point following Carolina's touch- Wannamaker for Burnett, Culp for
down, he kicked to Timmerman who M. Thomas, Wimberley for Harris,
brought the pigskin back to his Taylor for L. Thomas, Shelton for
own 25 yard line. Failing to gain Farr, Seideman for Kafer, Rast for
through the Garnet and Black line, Swink. Clemson, Chandler for MarJones punted to the 3 5 yard line. tin, Davidson for McGlone, Bethea
Carolina also made a poor showing for Harvey, Dozier for Link, Askew
at piercing the Clemson line and for E'skew,
Jones for
Chandler,
Wimberley punted to Link. The Manning for Dunlap, Harvey for
quarter back was downed on m>. Bethea, Martin for Timmerman, Es
2 0-yard line.
Eskew made three kew for Askew. Chandler for Jones,
yards through the line and then McGlone for Davidson, Bethea for
plunged through for the inital first Harvey, Lipscomb for Tuttle, Dunlap
down of the afternoon. Chandler for manning, Holman for potts, Methit the line for a five yard gain. calf for Martin, Robinson for DunEskew missed a five yard run by lap, Dozier for Link.
inches, but on the next play pushed
Officials: Foster (Hampden-Sydthe oval for a second first down. ney), referee; Osborne (Wofford and
Martin rushed through the Caro- Carolian), umpire; Czarnitzki (Newlina center for ten yards and then berry, linesman.
made five
more. Chandler
made
Time of quarters:
ten minutes
three and Martin came through for each.
another first
down.
The quarter
ended at this juncture and then
Did you ever wonder why the
Clejiiwn made its final drive. Un- night falls and never breaks and
daunted by
a five yard
penalty, the day breaks and never falls?
TIGER CUBS SHARPEN" THEIR
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HORTICULTURE MEN
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the exhibits he sent down.
The section also visited another
orchard of Starks Golden Delicious

fartber up
WALnHLLr\ .'trees
This was just a

in the mountains

-

young orchard set

Visit Made To Dan Good's Orchard'0'" ■ year or two aS°' but already
have the prospects of giving mighty
-Many Varities Of Apples Seen
good returns to the owner.
—T. J. H.
Friday morning the Horticulturalists took another trip; this time to
LOVE ARE DUMB
Dan Good's orchard above Walhalla.
The section left school in Mr. ClinkHe asked her on the back porch,
scales bus about nine o'clock Friday
On a moonlit starry night,
morning and arrived at the orchard
Alas, he was excited,
not long after ten o'clock. The rest
And did not get it right.
of the morning was spent in going
over the orchard with Mr. Good
"You cannot live without I
and studying the different varities
And each other must us have we,
of apples. When the apples can
So are you tell I will me
be seen together and the similarities
If us me marry won't she?"
and differences
of the
different
varities noted, it is easier to disThe poor
little girl
was dumtinguish varities when seen by themfounded,
selves. We also noted the diseases
And knew not what to say,
and insects that infest the fruits,
But opened up her teeny mouth
the manner in which they make
And poured forth words this
their attack, and the treatment for
way:
them. The taste
of every varioty
Mr. Good had is familiar now to
"Oh dear boy, how me love us
every member of the section.
And me too love I we,
At about twelve o'clock the secBut you we I are never
tion went back to Walhalla for
Is able can us marry.
dinner. We went back to Mr. Good's
about one thiry and at that time
"Me are a husband has got,
engaged in the actual picking and
Him is I much do loves,
packing of .the apples. Some of the
Alas, I is not are you have I,
apples that were sent to the fair
Nor can it ever was.
on exhibition were packed by some
—G. M. H.
of the members of the section.
Mr. Good has about twelve acres
And
Nine
Tenths
of trees im which he has about Ninety-Nine
Percent
seven aifferen varities, the most of
He:—"You
a housewife
and
Which are Winesapa and Ben Davis
I'll
bet
|
you
don't
know
what
a
n Giii.it. ;j(. &e»l< .jmted the orneedle
is
for."
chard sixteen years ago. While he
She:—"I do too. It's for a vicdid not know very much about aptrola."
ples when he planted the trees, he
has worked hard, studied, and taken
advice from men whom he thought j
_
Come
knew more than he did and con-'
°nce and y°u wil1
sequently
has
gotten
good
re-! come often to L. Cleveland
turns. He took a great many prizes !«-..•',
at the State Fair last year : with i Martm « Dr«g Store.
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Clemson vs. Carolina

Get Set

f WIDE LIIHT TAN BELTS
| LIGHT M SLIPPERS AND SHOES

| BUTTERFLY BOW TIES
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NEW FALL HATS
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SLOAN BROTHERS f
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FOR YOUR TIGER BADiES, ORANGE
AND PURPLE BOW TIES, WALKING
GANES AND RIB!
THIRTY-THIRD YEAR AT CLEMSON
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